"It Only Took Me 6 Short Months to Make My First $100k From Affiliate Marketing - Using a Method So Simple It Will Make You Laugh..."

And No - I Didn’t Spend a Single Dime on Advertising.

Here’s Exactly How I Did It, Step by Step...

Alright - before I begin, I'm assuming that you want to see some proof.

As they say - pictures are worth a thousand words...

Fair enough. Below is a screenshot from the ClickBank account I use for a few of my mini-sites and another lazy, yet effective method (explained below) that promote a few select digital products....
Keep in mind that these affiliate sales are passive - I'm not doing any PPC, advertising or even list promotion. This is all a result of generating "hands off" traffic, using methods listed below on this page.

*Also keep in mind that this is only one campaign of several.* I also get a daily influx of sales through my PayPal account, AzoogleAds, a few privately operated in-house affiliate programs and also through my primary business, a payment-processing service.

It took me less than 9 months to reach those daily levels.

**So... What Am I Doing, Exactly?**

**What Kinds of Products Am I Promoting?**
Who Am I - And What's My Story?

(And Why the HELL Didn’t I Start Doing This Earlier?!!)

I'll start off with the last question first: I have no idea why it took me so long to finally take action on creating a sizeable, consistent (and ever-growing) "hands-off" affiliate income. Maybe it was because I didn't realize how easy and methodical it really was.

(So don't make the same mistake...)

My story? My name is Chris Rempel, and my story goes something like this...

I'm 24, and I've been making a living from my web business for about 3 years. (A great living for about a year and a half).

When I was 19, I started out trying to sell specialty downhill skateboards (longboards) that I made in a shed in some guy's backyard that I rented for 50 bucks a month. I sold them on Ebay, off of my website directly, to retailers and also through a distributor that picked up my products a little later on.

Long story short - the profit margins sucked and I was growing tired of breathing in sawdust all day long while making about as much money as the average 14-year-old kid at a fast-food restaurant. So I decided to try and do something that would create passive income - something that would support my ideal lifestyle of worldwide travel, surfing, driving fancy cars - and the honor of being in a position to be generous to others in need.

My "lightbulb moment" idea was, of course, internet marketing - making money automatically by building websites that would "run themselves". I had a lot to learn, and it was a rough road for a bit, but eventually, things "clicked", and the sales started rolling in.

It wasn't easy in the beginning, but now that I know how things really work - I'd be lying if I said it wasn't easy to make at LEAST a full-time income, passively, just by creating and effectively promoting a few sites in niches with LOTS of demand and LOTS of traffic to spare...

As for the types of products I'm promoting and the exact procedures I'm using to generate passive, "hands off" traffic that doesn't dry up, scroll down and keep reading below...

OR - if you're in a hurry and just want me to get to the point - here's the deal:

You Can Get My Exact Blueprint For Generating LAZY Affiliate Commissions (And Making an Easy, Full-Time Income) - As Well As A Complete Disclosure of My Deepest, Darkest "Confessions" as a Super-Affiliate For a Measly $29.95
That's how much it costs for my wife and I to go see a movie if we each get our own bag of popcorn and a small drink ;-)  

Click the link below to get instant access to my blueprint:  

Order Confessions of a Lazy Super-Affiliate For $29.95  

We Accept All Major Credit Cards and PayPal with a 128-Bit Secure Server, through ClickBank.com  

You Will Only Be Billed Once Ever  

Instant Download after Payment - PDF Format

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Alright - Let’s Talk About How I Actually Do This...  

Here’s a detailed overview of my blueprint - which explains exactly how I built a six-figure income (profit, which has only grown since) with affiliate marketing in only 6 months:
Part 1: The Most Important and Overlooked Traffic "Secret" of All Time

The introductory chapter of the course covers the most crucial element of traffic - demand.

Most people fail miserably with traffic generation because they don't understand the nature of supply and demand.

In other words, there's a lot of people out there trying to get traffic in niches where traffic is scarcely existent to begin with.

And this goes much further than doing a quick keyword lookup with "Overture" or whatever...

Because there's also topics and niches that have an enormous amount of traffic - but you'll be hard-pressed to make anything except pocket-change from it due to the nature of the market and the "customer profile".

For example, I have a site in a certain niche that gets more than 1,000 unique, targeted visitors a day (at least), and yet it only averages about $300 or $400 a month (at most) in revenue because of the customer profile - and it's TARGETED traffic about a niche that has numerous successful products (weird, huh?).

In contrast, I also have a single 10-page mini-site with far less traffic (about 400 visitors a day) that pulls in about 9 affiliate sales daily at an average sale price of $25.00. It's straight organic, search engine traffic - not PPC or anything fancy. And it took me 2 days to build and 3 weeks to market - and that's it. It's been running strong for 6 months, and the traffic is only increasing.

It's one of numerous sites with similar results.

But the common denominator with ALL of my successful web properties is that they focus on attracting select and very specific types of visitors, and only in markets that are best suited to my "lazy" approach for making a "hands-off" fortune.

>> Discover what kind of visitors I target (and why), how I build my sites and the exact process I follow for marketing my sites and generating an endless stream of consistent traffic & sales in my Lazy Traffic Blueprint.

If you've been struggling to really make it online - well, I hate to resort to using such a cheesy cliche - but this could realistically be the "big turning point" for you.

Because it's not really that "hard" to make a serious income on the net - but you've got to go to where the money is. You've got to sell what sells, and you need to understand how to determine that as it applies to building your sites; and your business.

Let me show you how...

Get My Lazy Traffic Confessions Blueprint For the Price of a Large Pizza

(For $29.95, you really can't go wrong on this one - and the quality of info on this page is just a small glimpse of what I've got for you on the other side...)
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Part 2: Screw This Up And You're On a Fast-Track to PovertyVille...

It always amazes me how many people focus on simply "getting traffic" - without giving ANY thought whatsoever in regards to their business model - the exact method in which they'll be making a profit.

You see it all the time at popular webmaster forums:

"I Give Up - 700 Visitors a Day and only $100 a month..."

"I Need More Traffic! What's the Secret?!"

"How Can I Increase My Adsense Clicks?"

And on and on it goes.

A lot of them are legitimate requests - but most of them are missing the point completely, because instead of focusing on conversion, lifetime visitor value and SALES - they simply think that if they can somehow get an extra 1000 visitors a day or whatever, everything will be fine and they'll be making a mint.

It's simply not true.

**Your site needs to target and convert BUYERS if you want to be successful as an affiliate - period.**

In other words, you need to be making your decisions based on **accurate research** for the following things:

* What keywords to focus on in your pages to get **buying traffic**

* What products to promote - ones that are actually selling and converting traffic well

* How to design and create your pages for maximum impact, conversion and profit

And it's easier than you think - but there is a right and a WRONG way to do this.

In fact, a lot of people that are only scraping by are actually getting far more traffic than the marketers who make hundreds (or thousands) of dollars daily on the web.

I know, because I've been in both positions :-)  

So what are the big-earners and super-affiliates doing differently?

Why do our sites pump out **mad** profits while so many others - even with more traffic in some cases - earn just a fraction of the profit in comparison?

It's because we study conversion, test & improve our pages, choose the right products to promote - while communicating to our visitors **effectively.**
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(Also, we go after the real money - not just pennies from advertising programs)

Let me show you exactly how...

Click to Copy My Fast-Track Methods For Churning Out REAL Money From Easy Traffic

When was the last time you bought something that could potentially and realistically put you up a few "tax-brackets" for under 30 bucks?

Go ahead - you might be surprised at how quickly things will change for you if you're willing to apply my Lazy Traffic Blueprint to your web business...

Part 3: Unleash a Wave of Traffic You Couldn’t Stop if You Tried...

Basically, I leverage the viral nature of freeware and shareware to reach thousands upon thousands of visitors easily - and quite often, very quickly, too.

I create ad-free, quality (and very simplistic, one-feature) programs that naturally tie in to the main selling-point of a certain product (either mine or an affiliate program). For example if I was going to promote a weight-loss product, I'd create a simple calorie counter or fitness scheduler program.

Hint: If you want to build a quality opt-in list real fast, then make them "register" to activate your software. Really, they're opting into an Auto-responder. I have one campaign doing no less than 30 signups a day just from this; generating a few sales a day, usually.

Once I have a simple freeware (or shareware if it's my own product) program ready to go, I use a certain submission program to submit it to all of the major software directories on the web. I also do a few hand-submissions to the more major networks with most of the traffic.

The amount of traffic that this produces is nothing short of crazy. My more conservative campaigns have been producing about 150 unique visitors a day from just one software product. (You wouldn't believe my top traffic performer's stats if I told you here...)

But there's a right and a VERY WRONG way to do this, and it's actually taken me quite a while to get it "right". Beware of some seriously damaging "misinformation" out there about using this tactic just to generate backlinks or to basically spam the software sites with crap "browserware".

You'll be sacrificing the majority (or all) of your profits unless you do it right.

Let me show you how I do this, including:
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• How to *Effortlessly* Create Freeware (And Shareware) Applications Even if You Have NO Programming Skills

• What Software I Use to Do Mass-Submissions, How to Use it Correctly and What to Avoid at ALL Costs...

• How to Maximize Your Successful Submissions & Guarantee HORDES of Easy Traffic

• What Kinds of Products Work Best to Promote With This Strategy - Some Convert Like Mad, Others Simply Don't Convert At All With "Download" Traffic...

This is the fastest way to generate consistent, high-quality and ongoing traffic next to PPC, without a doubt.

Except it's totally free and sometimes the viral effect can be, excuse the pun, truly unbelievable.

Discover how to unleash a wave of traffic for your sites and your offers in as little as 20 minutes...

Click Here to Start Generating REAL Traffic Almost Immediately With Viral Marketing

(There's no point in trying to convince you of anything at this point. If you can see the value in learning more about what I've described here, then $29.95 is truly a steal for you.)

Part 4: SEO is a Hell Of a Lot Easier Than You Think...

I'll keep this one short and sweet.

Getting search engine traffic is all about content and links.

There's no secret.

All things being equal, the better your content (what makes up your site) and the better your links (the quality of the sites that link to yours), the more traffic you'll get from organic search traffic.

Build great content, get some good links pointing to it, add more content, add more links, and wash rinse and repeat until you've got as much traffic as you need.

There's a lot of crap information out there about SEO - mostly because the people who actually know how it works realize that it "seems" complicated, and others are desperate to find out how to exploit free search traffic. And so they profit from it because it's an easy sell.

The other source of bad information comes from people who've had random, one-off experiences of either failure (or success) with SEO - and they're all too intent on preaching isolated (or misinterpreted) incidents as "fact".
But the reality is that search engines rely on quality, relevant pages to comprise results for their users. They're just looking for a trustworthy source to supply it.

And there's no reason why that source can't be your site.

And believe it or not, getting free traffic from search engines for the most profitable keywords that convert like crazy is incredibly easy. These terms are much less competitive than the main terms that your competitors will try to rank for - and you can clean up with some serious profits for very little effort if you know what types of key words and phrases to target.

Let me show you exactly how I roll out one site after the next, each one soaking up profits with ease - all from free, “hands off” traffic...

Click Here to Start Using a Whole New Approach to SEO - It's Easier Than You Think!

(There's no point in trying to convince you of anything at this point. If you can see the value in learning more about what I've described here, then $29.95 is truly a steal for you.)

Part 5: Take Things to a Whole New Level And Watch Your Income Literally Multiply...

If you're really smart, at this point you've probably "seen the light" about something...

"If affiliates are making this much money - how much are the actual product owners pulling in?"

If so - congratulations - you've just had your eyes opened to the the most leveraged, lucrative and profitable traffic tactic of all time - running your own affiliate program.

Now, to be fair, developing a great product and a sales process with great conversions takes some time, testing and there's a lot more liability on your end regarding customer fulfillment, support and in some cases legal considerations.

However, the trade-off is that your army of affiliates - especially the small percentage of super-affiliates - will bring in more customers than you EVER could on your own, on any advertising budget. And of course, you only pay them on performance when they make a sale.

It's the best deal going, folks. This is how most people get really successful on the net.

In fact, what you can effectively do is build up a network of traffic in a profitable niche while promoting high-converting affiliate products. Then, to instantly increase your "commissions" while at the same time opening up a whole new traffic avenue - launch a competing product and promote it instead.

Know this: Product creation in many markets is actually easier (a lot easier) than building a network of organic traffic. In fact, it's not unrealistic to single-handedly create digital products in less than a WEEK's work that are better than all the competition in some markets.
Or alternatively you could hire out the whole process for a few hundred bucks or even buy "private label rights" for just a few bucks!

Then, you simply copy what's working from your competitor's sales process (not their content, but their method), and offer more tools and a competitive commission for affiliates.

Now, here's a real secret that you've probably never been exposed to previously: A lot of super-successful affiliate marketers get their "seed" traffic from having their own product! Not only is all of their front-end traffic FREE from affiliates, they also profit on both ends.

First from the sale of their product, and then on the "backend" where they recommend great products to their client base of buying customers. It's a very profitable "double-whammy".

(I'll be showing how this works, exactly. There's a right way and a VERY wrong way to extract profits after the initial sale...)

Now that's a simplified overview - but it's accurate.

However, to maximize your chances of success, you need to know what kinds of products to sell, and how to "copy" your competition legally.

You also need to know how to recruit affiliates and launch your product effectively so that it makes you a fortune - not just a few extra bucks, like most marketers.

Let me show you just how easy it is to launch your own product - as well as the markets that are easy to enter and profit from - and things to avoid like the plague!

Get an Inside Perspective on Launching Hot-Selling Products FAST & Realistically
Multiplying Your Traffic (and Income) in Many Cases >>

(There's no point in trying to convince you of anything at this point. If you can see the value in learning more about what I've described here, then $29.95 is truly a steal for you.)

Part 6: Expand, Duplicate, Perpetuate & Dominate...

You're no-doubt seeing the reality of making it *big* on the net right now as you've been reading this page...

And you're right - whether you want to be in the limelight or "under the radar" (my preference), it's a very realistic possibility to clean up and make a passive, automated and substantial income by taking the "easy road" - like a real, bonafide Lazy Super-Affiliate.

And it gets even better - because the more traffic you control, the easier it is to actually MULTIPLY your traffic, even in the same market!

You can literally roll out one site after the next, add more and more content to your "mother sites", roll out one product after the next (each cross-promoting eachother in some way) and just watch your traffic (and sales) duplicate themselves...
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It's as easy as it sounds - and there's also some "shortcuts" to this that will REALLY bring in the traffic once you've got some initial momentum.

Once again, you can see exactly how I do this in my blueprint.

It's easy, and you'll be impressed at how easy this can be done with your business...

Do What Your Competitor's Don't and Make a MINT For Doing So - It's All In the BluePrint...

(There's no point in trying to convince you of anything at this point. If you can see the value in learning more about what I've described here, then $29.95 is truly a steal for you.)

What's Your Situation?

Are You Living the "Internet Lifestyle" - Or Are You Just Dreaming About It?

It's for real, folks. And it's not that hard to get there, either.

I remember how excited I was when I saw my first online sale notification hit my inbox - I couldn't believe it.

Likewise, a couple years later my first day over $1000 in passive, online sales was truly monumental. Seeing my dreams materialize, and often become overshadowed by real results has been a TRIP, to say the least!

And in all honesty, this is the one "profession" where you don't actually have to make that much in order to live like a King! And that's because it's passive income.

For example, when my wife and I went on our six month honeymoon in Costa Rica a while ago, I was doing okay online, but I wasn't doing anywhere near the numbers I am now - but we could still travel indefinitely, just because the money comes in automatically.

That's what makes all the difference.

But on the flipside, there's no ceiling - at all. For some affiliates, anything less than $50,000 a month is a BAD month! And I'll be in that category soon enough - and you might be as well.

It's just a matter of targeting the right audience with the right offer; after that, it's just about duplication and automation.

I cover it all in my blueprint...

So why don't you join me in profiting from easy traffic?

Copy my exact models for making brainless, hands-off commissions (and product sales) with a methodical, LAZY approach that most people will never discover because they don't understand the dynamics of how to get valuable traffic that can be easily converted into cash...

(You'll be surprised at how simple it really is...)

Click the button below to get instant access to my blueprint for just $29.95
Order Confessions of a Lazy Super-Affiliate
For $29.95

We Accept All Major Credit Cards and PayPal with a 128-Bit Secure Server, through ClickBank.com

You Will Only Be Billed Once Ever
Instant Download after Payment - PDF Format

I'll see you on the other side...

Looking For a Guarantee?

My guarantee is worded differently than most. I've tried as much as possible to NOT make promises on this page. In fact, my primary goal here was to provide so much value on the sales letter that it would make most actual marketing products look like crap. And in a lot of cases, it does...

In other words, I'm selling my blueprint, and as much as possible I'm trying not to package it as "HOPE".

So here's where I stand: In business and in real life, there ARE no guarantees - period. Buying my blueprint will not make you rich - even though using it might...

Also, you need to understand that successful people don't get to where they are by leeching off of others or whining and kicking until they get their way. Instead, they take responsibility for their
actions, learn from their mistakes, leverage the power of other people's experience and persist until they reach their goals.

It's the same with investing in education.

Now, I can't really say "No Refunds" with a straight face - because you probably don't know me, and you'd rather avoid risk whenever possible, and so would I. If you buy my blueprint and it doesn't help you or live up to what's presented here on this page, then I'll honor your refund request - obviously...

In fact, you have a full 8 weeks (56 days) to use my blueprint, risk-free.

But What I CAN Say is This:

If the deciding factor for your purchase is the fact that you can get a refund if it doesn't somehow magically "make you rich" - then please don't purchase my blueprint.

Because if that's the case, you're not investing in your business - you're simply looking for a quick-fix to a problem that has much deeper roots than what my product aims to solve...

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Are You Honestly Happy With Where Your Business is At?

Or - Does It Feel Like You're Just Spinning Your Wheels - Getting Nowhere?

A lot of people will tell you to "keep on going" and "keep at it" if you're just not seeing the results you want from your business. In some cases, that's true.

However, the more realistic answer is that you're doing something wrong. Or - you're not doing enough of something that's profitable. Otherwise, you'd be getting results - right?

There's a good chance that my blueprint will open your eyes to what you need to do differently (or perhaps what you need to cut out entirely).

And for the small price I'm asking - it's kind of a no-brainer, isn't it?

So this is the last call - for just a small investment (if you can call it that) for $29.95, you can copy my proven, methodical strategies for generating easy profits from easy traffic.

Try it out for yourself - you might just be amazed at the results...

Click the button below to get instant access to my blueprint for just $29.95
Whatever your decision, I sincerely wish you the best with your business.

And at the very least, I hope that what I've shared even on this page will have a profitable impact on your results from internet marketing.

Sincerely,

Chris Rempel
One Heck of a Lazy Super Affiliate

P.S. Normally, this is where I'm supposed to add in a bunch of (fake) price-increase warnings, urgency and in general, some strong hype to try and push you over the edge.

Instead, I'll just be realistic by saying this: The more action you take, the more money you'll make.
Depending on your situation, then maybe my blueprint will be a major step forward in the right direction. Only you know the answer to that. But I'm going to close by saying that if you honestly know that this could seriously help you - don't put it off. **Go for it - you won't be disappointed...**